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a b s t r a c t
Methods for obtaining Flory parameter (v) values for polymer blends or blocks are
critically examined, for three simple systems (polystyrene/poly(methyl methacrylate),
polystyrene/polycarbonate, poly(methyl methacrylate)/polycarbonate). In particular,
uncertainties for calculated and experimental values are discussed and compared. Data
obtained using scattering measurements combined with a mean-field analysis are reexam-
ined. We show that different experimental techniques will lead to significantly different v
values for a given system, and that even for one experimental technique, the uncertainty on
molecular parameters used to fit the data may impact the extracted value for v. We also
show that, though frequently used in the literature, v values obtained via solubility param-
eters should not be used for any quantitative analysis of polymer-polymer interactions.
This shows that the Flory parameter may not be relevant when discussing small effects
on vague notions such as compatibility between polymers, or should at least be used with
caution.
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1. Introduction
The free energy of mixing of two polymers is mainly governed by the energy of mixing (because of the degree of poly-
merization of polymers, the entropic term in the free energy is usually very small). The energy of mixing depends on a
parameter characterizing the interactions between polymers which has been called the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter
and is usually noted v [1].
As a first approximation, polymers are miscible with each other at given temperature and composition (i.e. the domain
sizes of their mixture will be comparable to the dimension of the monomers) only when this parameter is negative. For such
blends (for example polystyrene/poly(vinyl methyl ether)), v will only be negative for certain temperatures: below (lower
critical solution temperature – LCST – systems), above (upper critical solution temperature – UCST – systems) a certain tem-
perature, or in a range of temperatures (systems displaying both LCST and UCST) [2].
However, most polymers are immiscible with each other, which means they will undergo phase separation when blended
together. In these cases v is positive [1,2]. Jones and Randal [2] distinguish between immiscible polymers displaying very
similar polymer pairs (for example polymers differing by isotopic substitution) and having v on the order or below 104
and the vast majority of blends, when no close similarity nor specific interactions between the polymers lead to v values
in the 103–101 range.
For a given blend, the Flory-Huggins parameter depends on the temperature, but also, though this is not apparent in the
Flory-Huggins theory, on other parameters such as the volume fraction of the polymers, their degree of polymerization and
even their dispersity, tacticity or pressure. In consequence two polymers can be miscible over a certain composition range,
for certain molar masses (usually low molar masses), or under certain conditions of flows [3] or pressure. These systems are
usually called partially miscible. A more indistinct notion often used, especially in the field of polymer engineering, is the
notion of ‘‘compatibility” for immiscible blends with some interactions/interphase between the phases (and, in consequence,
potentially interesting performances as a material) [1].
It is also well known that polymers can display physical properties (glass transition temperature, storage and loss moduli,
ability to crystallize. . .) that differ significantly from those of the bulk when confined at nanometric scales (i.e. sizes compa-
rable to the radius of gyration of the macromolecules) [4–6]. Hence, the ability to control the structure of polymeric mate-
rials (especially those constituted of two or more polymers) down to the nanoscale might have a tremendous impact for
many engineering applications and for the design of materials exhibiting unique properties [7].
In this ‘‘engineering” context, being able to measure or calculate accurately the Flory interaction parameter between poly-
mers is of great importance.
For example, block copolymers (BCP) with high Flory interaction parameters have been synthesized over the past few
years to challenge the photolithography limit reached in the nanoelectronics industry [8,9]. To further decrease the size
of the domain periodicity below 10 nm, low molar mass (represented by the degree of polymerization N) block copolymer
can advantageously be used since they offer self-assembled features at these scales. However, the incompatibility of the
blocks (as quantified by v) must be chosen high enough so that the degree of segregation (vN) of the blocks is above the
segregation limit, meaning that the block copolymer is still microphase separated. v is then a crucial measurement to char-
acterize the ability of the block copolymer to produce smaller periodic domains.
Another example consists in the development of nanoblends or in other words polymer blendswith nanophases which can
display unusual properties (sometimes as simple as transparency) [7]. Usually, to achieve thesemorphologies, newprocessing
methods have been developed, such as reactive blending [10] or multilayer coextrusion [6]. When the size of the dispersed
phase is decreased, the surface-to-volume ratio increases and so does the contact surface and the intermolecular interactions
at the interface, leading to a higher degree of interphase in the system. As will be detailed below, the typical size for this inter-
phase is directly related to the Flory interaction parameter between the two blended polymers.
Thus, we want to illustrate in this article that, despite emerging from a quite simple formalism (which appears quite
robust when one deals with polymer solutions instead of blends [11]), the Flory interaction parameter might be a more dan-
gerous tool than expected when used to compare quantitatively, in terms of miscibility or compatibility, different polymer
blends or BCP.
Tambasco [12] already showed that for partially miscible blends, similar values of vmay give rise to very different behav-
iors in terms of phase separation while polymer blends with similar chemical species and critical behavior can display very
different values for v.
Elaborating on this, we want to specifically raise here the difficulty of obtaining a precise value for v for a given blend and
using it with confidence, especially to compare it with other blends. Whether measured experimentally, calculated via semi-
empirical equations or using numerical simulations, the uncertainty on its value can be much higher than a decade and prob-
ably no less than a factor of 2, which will of course highly impact the data interpretation and must imply some caution when
doing so. After a brief summary of the theoretical and experimental methods to obtain the Flory interaction parameter for
blends or BCPs, a case study will be performed on three typical amorphous polymers immiscible with each other and their
blends, polystyrene (PS), (atactic) poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) and (bisphenol A) polycarbonate (PC) (see Fig. 1).
Other behaviors for blends involving isotactic PMMA (miscible with PC) or (for example) tetramethyl-bisphenol A-PC (mis-
cible with PMMA) will not be discussed here [13,14] but they prove that slight changes in chemical structures (such as tac-
ticity) can also drastically affect v.
2. Theoretical considerations
The free energy of mixing of a polymer blend of two polymers A and B involves an entropic term which favors the mixing,
and an energetic term, which can either promote or oppose the mixing. In the Flory-Huggins theory framework (mean-field
description based on a lattice model which neglects the chain connectivity, with a mixing at constant volume), this energy of
mixing can be expressed as a function of the pairwise (or segment-segment) interaction energies [15–17].
DFmixing ¼ DUmixing  TDSmixing ¼ kBT UNA lnUþ
1U
NB
lnð1UÞ þ vUð1UÞ
 
ð1Þ
where DFmixing is the free energy of mixing per lattice site, DUmixing and DSmixing are the energy of mixing and the entropy of
mixing respectively, with kB the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature.
In Eq. (1), we have:
DSmixing ¼ kB UNA lnUþ
1U
NB
lnð1UÞ
 
ð2Þ
with /A = / the volume fraction of the polymer A and /B = 1  / the volume fraction of the polymer B, NA and NB the num-
bers of lattice sites occupied by molecules of A and B, respectively (i.e. roughly the number of Kuhn monomers within a poly-
mer chain, the volume of an individual lattice being taken equal to the volume of one Kuhn monomer and supposing the
volume of Kuhn monomers are equals for the two polymers). As stated in the introduction, the entropic term, which always
favors the mixing, is usually very small in the case of polymer blends, since NA and NB are large.
And
DUmixing ¼ kBTvUð1UÞ ð3Þ
v being the Flory interaction parameter (v will be used later on for vAB unless otherwise specified), defined to character-
ize the difference of interaction energies in the blend.
v can be expressed as a function of the three pairwise interactions energies between adjacent lattice sites in the system,
i.e. uAA, uBB, and uAB and the coordination number of the lattice, z:
v ¼ z
2
ð2uAB  uAA  uBBÞ
kBT
ð4Þ
This parameter is dimensionless and compares the interaction between species within the A-B blend with the ones in the
pure components. In most cases for polymer blends, the Flory interaction parameter is positive. If it is higher than the critical
interaction parameter vc, equal to vc ¼ 12 1UNA þ 1ð1UÞNB
 
which is a very small number, on the order of 102–103 for symmet-
ric blends of polymers with typical molar masses around 100,000 g/mol), then the blend will phase separate over some com-
position range. For very small polymer chains however, the blend may become miscible.
As stated above, the Flory-Huggins theory is based on a mean-field approximation of a lattice model. In consequence, it
neglects (or ignores) several aspects of real blends that can play a role in miscibility, such as blend compressibility, blend
composition, chain rigidity, and also differences in monomer chemical structures, shapes, sizes and bonds [18–20]. The
effects they might have on the measured values of the interaction parameter will be discussed in the experimental section
of the article.
It should be noted that several alternate, more refined theories, have been developed over the years in an attempt to
describe more accurately the behavior of polymer solutions or blends, by taking into account part of these parameters, espe-
cially compressibility [21–24]. However, their complexity has made them generally difficult to use in practice and they will
not be discussed in details here, even though this is still a lively field of research (chain rigidity [25,26]). We will here only
mention a recent and quite simple development by Douglas and Bosse [27] based on the lattice cluster theory developed by
Freed and Dudowicz [22]. In this model, the free energy of mixing and hence the interaction parameter can be expressed as
an infinite series of virial coefficients which reduces to the Flory-Huggins theory when truncating the series at the second
virial coefficient, and to the lattice cluster theory at the third virial coefficient. Since second and third virial coefficients could
Fig. 1. Chemical structures for PMMA, PS and PC.
be, though not quite easily, measured (and should be measurement-independent), or perhaps more simply calculated
through molecular simulations, this could lead to new databases more robust than those presently available for the Flory
interaction parameter.
But for now, as Douglas and Bosse put it [27], the Flory-Huggins theory should be considered more like a ‘‘phenomeno-
logical model” where all the complex physical and chemical phenomena occurring are hidden in the interaction parameter.
Nevertheless, certainly due to its relative simplicity (both theoretical and, to a certain extent, experimental), comparing
values of v for different polymer couples is still often used to discuss their relative compatibilities (or more often incompat-
ibilities) when blended or to evaluate phase separation in diblock or triblock copolymers. It is relevant to try to analyze what
happens at the interfaces in a binary or ternary polymer blend since the physical properties of the blends depend strongly on
the morphology. Knowing v, the phase separation and the resulting properties can then, for example, be analyzed under the
framework of the self-consistent field theory initially developed by Helfand [28,29].
In consequence, a measure of this parameter, for a given blend, should still provide useful information. However, this
measure remains subject to uncertainties, whether due to the experimental technique itself, the experimental conditions
(pressure, temperature or even moisture in some cases [30]) or to the physical and chemical details of the blend composition.
The goal of this paper is to show that, for these reasons, comparisons of blends using values of the Flory interaction param-
eter listed in the literature should be handled with care, and conclusions made with caution.
3. Experimental techniques to measure v for polymer blends or BCP
In the 50’s and later on, some values for polymer blends were obtained from light scattering measurements or osmom-
etry, the second virial coefficient being proportional to (1–2v) [31,32]. More refined measurements were obtained in the 80’s
also using light scattering experiments based on ternary blends (two polymers within a well-chosen solvent which cancels
the polymer-solvent interactions of the two polymers at a given temperature) [33], the authors claiming they are then able
to measure the polymer-polymer interactions only.
Another experimental route to obtain this parameter is by using DSC measurements, either by following the heat of mix-
ing [34] (which will not be detailed here) or by studying melting point depressions (for semi-crystalline blends [35]) or Tg
variations [36]. Concerning this last method, it is possible to determine, by measuring these variations, the composition of
the immiscible phases using the Fox and the Couchman equations. Then, one could retrieve the v parameter using the fol-
lowing equations derived from the equality of the chemical potentials of each component in both phases:
vAB ¼
lnð/00A=/0AÞ þ ð1mA=mBÞð/00B  /0BÞ
mAð/02B  /002B Þ
ð5Þ
And, similarly,
vAB ¼
lnð/00B=/0BÞ þ ð1mB=mAÞð/00A  /0AÞ
mBð/02A  /002A Þ
ð6Þ
where /A and /B are the volume fraction of polymer A and B, respectively. mi can be correlated to the degree of polymer-
ization, and corresponds to the ratio between the molar volume of one polymer and an arbitrary fictitious volume; mA
and mB are related by the following equation:
mA
mB
¼ Mn;A=qA
Mn;B=qB
ð7Þ
where Mn;A, Mn;B, qA, and qB are the molecular weights and the densities of polymer A and B, respectively.
Eqs. (5) and (6) must give the same calculated value. However, experimental errors may induce slight differences.
The most popular technique to determine v has been small-angle neutron scattering since the mid-eighties. It is usually
believed to be the most reliable experiment to do so. It can be run either on solutions or melts, or on copolymers above the
microphase separation temperature. The scattered intensity is then analyzed using mean-field expressions (usually random
phase approximation, RPA, adapted from de Gennes’ work on polymer solutions by Leibler for polymer blends and copoly-
mer melts [37,38], or self-consistent field theory from Helfand and Edwards [39,40]). According to Leibler [38], the scattering
intensity from a phase-mixed, monodisperse copolymer and assuming incompressibility (which may be strong hypotheses
when compared with real blends, as it has been discussed in the theoretical section), is directly related to v when knowing
the molar volume, density, Kuhn length and the number of Kuhn monomers of each block. Shortly after that, experiments
were conducted based on this theoretical work to estimate v for various blends or block copolymers [41,42]. Similar exper-
iments (and analyses) were performed using SAXS instead of SANS on non-deuterated copolymers [43]. It has been noted by
Sanchez [44] that the v obtained here is actually coming from the second derivative of the free energy and is equal to the one
presented in Eq. (1) only if there is no blend composition dependence on v. This composition dependence on v, though not
apparent in the Flory-Huggins theory, has often been observed experimentally and is still the subject of many debates we
will not discuss in details in this article (see for example Ref. [45]). It is worth noting that values obtained by SANS are often
smaller than those measured by other techniques.
Another way of using SANS is to measure directly the interphase which is then linked to the Flory interaction parameter
via the theoretical work of Helfand and coworkers on unsymmetric polymer-polymer interfaces [46]. A simple scaling argu-
ment omitting all prefactors is that the enthalpic cost formmonomers of A penetrating in the B melt ismvkBT. This cost is on
the order of the thermal energy kBT so m  1/v. The size interphase (i.e., the region where the chains of both polymers are
interpenetrated) w is then w  bm1/2  b/v1/2 with b the Kuhn length of the polymer, assuming a random coil conformation
for the polymer chains [47]. A more refined calculation based on Gaussian random walk statistics by Helfand leads for the
interphase of an A-B blend to:
w ¼ 2 1
12v ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃq0;Aq0;Bp ðq0;Ab2A þ q0;Bb2BÞ
!1=2
ð8Þ
where q0 is the density of the pure polymer (typically 102 times Avogadro’s number monomer units/cm3) and bA and bB the
Kuhn length of polymer A and B, respectively.
Assuming the density of the pure polymers are equals, this can be simplified in Eq. (8 bis).
w  2 1
12v ðb
2
A þ b2BÞ
 1=2
ð8bisÞ
And if the Kuhn monomers of the two species are similar, Eq. (8 bis) can be simplified in Eq. (8 ter), which is usually cho-
sen for the analyses (and which is fairly close to the equation obtained via scaling arguments). This simplified equation can
be found in Helfand’s first paper on the theory of the interface between immiscible polymers [9].
w  2bﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
6v
p ð8terÞ
The impact of the molar masses of both polymers on the size of the interphase has been studied by Broseta [48]. If the
molar masses are reasonably close and assuming the two polymers have the same Kuhn length b, one can write:
w  2bﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
6v
p 1þ ln 2v 1NA þ
1
NB
  
ð9Þ
NA and NB being the number of Kuhn monomers of polymers A and B, respectively.
Also in the 80’s, an alternative route has been proposed based on the study of the critical molecular weights at which a
polymer pair becomes miscible (cloud points) [49]. Looking at Eq. (1), it is obvious that decreasing the molecular weight will
lead to more favorable entropy of mixing which can, at some point, overcome the usually unfavorable energy of mixing.
Then, by studying the phase separation as a function of the temperature (for UCST or LCST blends), one can get access to
the interaction energy and the interaction parameter. Finally, an indirect method relying on interfacial measurements can
be used, using the relation described by Helfand between interfacial tension c and Flory interaction parameter
c ¼ kT
b2
v
6
 1=2 [28,29]. Several methods for measuring interfacial tension between polymer melts have been proposed in the
literature [50].
4. Calculated values of v
Because these experiments are all quite complicated, it is often useful to estimate the interaction parameter using the
semi-empirical approach developed for liquids by Hildebrand and Scott [51]. It is based on the solubility parameter d, which
is related to the cohesive energy density CED: d2 = CED. Since CED is the internal energy (per unit volume), it may be viewed
as the amount of energy needed to separate to infinite distance the molecules of a given liquid, hence it corresponds to the
energy of vaporization (which is the latent heat of vaporization minus RTwhere R is the universal gas constant = 8.314 J/mol/
K). For a molecule A, it is then proportional to uAA [15].
According to this approach, v can be approximated for a blend of A and B using the equation:
v  vAB
RT
ðdA  dBÞ2 ð10Þ
where vAB is the geometric mean of molar volumes of polymer A and polymer B, which can be estimated using data from
Fedor on the molar volumes of constitutive groups [52] and ðdA  dBÞ2 is the cohesive energy density in J/cm3.
Solubility parameters have been in use for over 50 years, notably in the coating industry to facilitate solvent selection.
This approach based on the principle ‘‘like dissolves like” works reasonably well for systems with non-polar interactions
but usually offers a poor prediction for systems involving polar interactions or hydrogen bonds because of the assumptions
made by Hildebrand (which are that the energy is estimated as the sum of the molecular pair interactions, the molecules are
randomly placed in the system and the mixing happens at constant volume, similar to hypotheses made in the Flory-Huggins
theory). To study more polar systems, the solubility parameter can be decomposed in polar, non-polar and hydrogen bonds
components (respectively dP , dNP and dH with d ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
d2P þ d2NP þ d2H
q
) as introduced by Hansen [53]. We can note that some
authors recommend the use of a Lewis-acid component dA and a Lewis-base component dB to replace the hydrogen bonding
component [54,55] but the lack of databases for these parameters made them difficult to use in practice. For polymers, the
Hansen solubility parameters can be obtained following a complicated set of experiments since it is almost impossible to
measure directly their heat of vaporization: the solvation of a given polymer is tested in a variety of solvents with known
solubility parameters through series of ‘‘trials and errors”, with the non-polar component chosen equal to the solubility
parameter of an homomorph, i.e. an hydrocarbon component of similar structure. It also involves the use of physical con-
stants such as dipole moment, refractive index, dielectric constant [53], that may not be easily available in the literature.
The testing method concerning solvation but also differences in interactions between solvent and polymer may lead to sig-
nificantly different results and explain why, for many polymers, more than one set of values for polar, non-polar and hydro-
gen bonds solubility parameters, is available in the literature.
Solubility parameters can also be estimated via empirical group contributions methods (each chemical function is being
attributed a partial solubility parameter contributing to the solubility parameter of a given molecule) developed for example
by van Krevelen [52] by using the experimental dataset built by Hansen on polymer solutions [53]. This presents the advan-
tage to take into account the molar volume of the constituents, which may play a role in the solubility (smaller solvents may
be more effective than bigger molecular species having more favorable solubility parameters). However, as mentioned by
Balsara in Ref. [56] (chapter 19, ‘‘Thermodynamics of Polymer Blends”), though still in use, group contributions methods usu-
ally lead to large errors for polymer blends.
It should also be noted that the values for the solubility parameters are usually given at ambient temperature. To deter-
mine their variations with pressure and temperature, empirical equations were proposed by Hansen [53] but more refined
numerical methods were also proposed more recently. Utracki [57] developed a method based on thermodynamics statistics
using the Simha-Somcynsky model [58] which introduces vacancies in the lattice to take into account free volume in the
melt state. This theory gives a direct expression for the cohesive energy density, and thus d, as a function of the pressure
and temperature.
As stated by Utracki [57], the use of solubility parameters for studying polymer blends has had less success than for poly-
mer solutions. Roughly, this may be explained by the fact that one polymer will cause the other to interact with itself in the
blend differently than it would in the pure state (thus there might be a ‘‘complementarity matching” effect besides the ‘‘sim-
ilarity matching” discussed above). A recent numerical attempt has been made to take into account these effects [59,60] but
only a few polymers and polymer mixtures were studied to date and systematic comparison with available data from the
literature is still needed to evaluate its potential.
To conclude this section, it should be reminded that, as showed for example in Eqs. (4) and (10), the Flory interaction
parameter depends on the temperature, and, as being said earlier, on many factors such as composition, chain length and
volume changes or local packing effects not taken into account in the simple lattice model. To better take into account all
these factors and capture experimental measurements which often display an important temperature-independent contri-
bution, an empirical relation for the Flory interaction parameter is often used:
vðTÞ ﬃ Aþ B
T
ð11Þ
with A the temperature-independent additive constant (often called entropic) and B the temperature-dependent constant
(often called enthalpic) and expressed in Kelvin (K).
5. Determination of vPS-PMMA
5.1. Experimental determination
Let us now move to a widely studied polymer blend, polystyrene (PS) and poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA). We will
discuss here the discrepancy within measured values for different measurement methods, but also focus specifically on the
discrepancies between data obtained by small-angle scattering experiments. We will then compare experimental and calcu-
lated values (whether analytically or numerically using solubility parameters).
The first report made by Stockmayer for vPS-PMMA by studying a blend of PS and PMMA of similar molar masses
(Mw  135,000 g/mol) in butanone at 25 C gives vPS-PMMA = 0.014 ± 0.01. Using a study on phase separation in ternary
blends (PS and PMMA in benzene at room temperature) [61] and an analytical method proposed by Scott [62], they
were able to obtain another value for vPS-PMMA, vPS-PMMA = 0.011 ± 0.004. This value was used by Helfand to estimate
the interphase [46] for PS/PMMA blends and he obtained 160 Å, much higher than what has been measured directly
(see discussion below).
Using the same method but choosing what he claimed was a more appropriate solvent to cancel out polymer-solvent
interactions, Fukuda studied PS and PMMA in bromobenzene at 30 C and obtained vPS-PMMA = 0.025 ± 0.005 [33].
In 1990, Russell [63] studied via SANS a PS-b-PMMA diblock copolymer (Mw = 29,000 g/mol) with a deuterated PS block
(dPS, Mw  13,000 g/mol) at 3 temperatures: 120 C, 162 C and 180 C. vPS-PMMA was obtained using Leibler’s theoretical
work to fit the SANS profiles (it is however worth noting that the equation concerning the interphase as proposed by Helfand
used in Ref. [63] is not correct, not being homogeneous to a length – see Eqs. (8) and (9) in the present article). Using
values from the literature for the Kuhn lengths of PS and PMMA and finding these values for both polymers are fairly close
(7 Å) they obtained, vPS-PMMA at the three temperatures, vPS-PMMA = 0.0383 at 120 C, 0.0373 at 162 C and 0.037 at 180 C.
They claim that, knowing bPS and bPMMA, a 3% difference in v is enough to produce unacceptable fits of the scattering profiles.
With these three data points, they then deduced A and B from Eq. (11), A = 0.028 ± 0.002 and B = 3.9 ± 0.6. These values are
often chosen as references in later articles studying PS/PMMA systems (this article has been cited more than 300 times).
Assuming this linear relation extends to temperatures as low as room temperature, this equation gives a Flory interaction
parameter of 0.041 at 25 C, 4 times higher than the values previously measured by Stockmayer, and close to twice higher
than the ones obtained by Fukuda.
In a later article [64], other blocks of similar molar masses were studied but with the PMMA or both blocks deuterated
and at several temperatures between 120 and 200 C. For the PS-b-PMMA with deuterated PMMA, values of A = 0.0292 and
B = 3.188 were obtained. For the PS-b-PMMA with both blocks deuterated, Russell obtained A = 0.0251 and B = 3.199. Using
data for interaction energies obtained by the critical molecular weight method on PS/PMMA blends by Callaghan and Paul
[49] (which will be discussed below), he obtained estimated values of A = 0.021 and B = 3.2 for homopolymer blends. To do
so, Russell used a linear fit for three data points, one by Callaghan, another one from Massa (coming from a private commu-
nication), the last being from Fukuda [33]. These results indicate that the deuterium label affects slightly (and, differently,
depending on which block is labeled) the measured value of v [65]. The effect of deuteration (which might be important
in some cases) on the physical properties of blends has been investigated recently [66]. It has also been noted by Bates that
SANS values for v might differ significantly when obtained on blends and on copolymers [67].
Same analyses were conducted on SAXS experiments by Stühn [43]. The non-deuterated PS-b-PMMA used had
Mn = 13,300 g/mol with a fraction of PS = 0.49 and was studied at ten temperatures between 120 C and 210 C. The exper-
imental values were fitted using Eq. (11) and the fitting parameters A and B obtained were v = 0.035 + 8.8/T. These values are
quite higher than those obtained by Russell (for example, v w 0.057 at 120 C for Stühn compared to 0.038 for Russell).
In a more recent paper studying mainly the order-disorder transition in PS-b-PMMA, Zhao et al. [68] also measured v at
different temperatures with this technique and compared their results to those of Stühn, Russell and Callaghan. Two
non-deuterated blocks were studied, quite similar in composition (Mn = 28,000 g/mol, volume fraction of PS = 0.56;
Mn = 25,700 g/mol, volume fraction of PS = 0.53) at six temperatures between 180 and 230 C. They obtained for their system
in the form of Eq. (11): v = 0.0282 + 4.46/T, similar to the results of Russell on the dPS-b-PMMA systems [63]. The authors
also state that this 1/T dependence is only seen for temperatures higher than TMF, defined for block copolymers as the
crossover temperature from a mean-field disordered state to the non-mean-field, fluctuation-influenced, disordered state.
In their work, this TMF for their block copolymers is estimated around 175 C. They finally comment on the higher values
obtained by Stühn [43], making the hypothesis this is due to lower molar masses for the blocks used by Stühn compared
with the other studies.
Coming back to the work of Callaghan [49] on cloud point experiments, interaction energies values (noted B in Callaghan’s
article) are given in cal/cm3. v is then equal to Bv04:184RT with v0 the molar volume of the blend and 4.184 a numerical factor to
convert Joules in calories. Taking a value for v0 of 100 cm3/mol, they obtained two values for v at 200 C, using two different
analyses, 0.033 using Flory-Huggins and 0.037 using Sanchez-Lacombe equation of state with a binary interaction model [69]
to extrapolate the experimental data [23]. With this experimental analysis, they also point out that PS and PMMA are actu-
ally partially miscible if both molar masses are below values on the order of 10 kg/mol (or even totally miscible below
3 kg/mol).
In a study by Fernandez [70], where the interphase between PS and PMMA was measured via SANS on a thin (20 nm)
deuterated PMMA film (Mw = 19,000 g/mol) on top of a thicker (800 nm) PS substrate (Mw = 220,000 g/mol) at 120 C, a
value for vPS-PMMA is also given: vPS-PMMA = 0.0061. This surprisingly low value is obtained from the mutual diffusion coeffi-
cient D measured in the study, and values for the transport coefficient DT taken from the literature, the two being linked by
the relation D ¼ 2ðvc  vÞ/ð1 /ÞDT . However, this analysis is valid for miscible blends [71], i.e. for v < vc. In their case,
vc  0.01 and since D and DT are necessarily positive, the obtained value for v has to be smaller than vc, which does not make
sense in the case of an immiscible blend. Another way to see this is that when this value for v is used along with their inter-
phase measurement in Eq. (8 ter), this leads to a Kuhn monomer length of 2.4 Å (and even smaller if using Eq. (9)). This is
unreasonably small, since it is close to the value of the ‘‘real” monomer length (i.e. 2 CAC bonds with a 109 angle) and does
not take into account the local correlations between bond vectors due to restricted bond angles and steric hindrance caused
mainly by the lateral groups of the monomers, which are important in the cases of PS and PMMA.
This analysis has also recently been made by Hu et al. [72] in an article where they measured diffusion and tracer mutual
coefficients for PS/PMMA via confocal Raman microscopy. This study has been subjected to debate, Tomba [73] arguing on
the spatial resolution of the technique which is not, according to him, sufficient to measure polymer diffusion in immiscible
blends. Depending on the theoretical analysis performed (slow theory, ST, or fast theory, FT), they report values between
0.033 and 0.013 for the blends between 130 and 150 C, which also clearly appears unreasonable for PS/PMMA blends.
We can also briefly discuss interfacial tension measurements for PS/PMMA and use it to estimate v from the relation pro-
posed by Helfand, c ¼ kT
b2
v
6
 1=2. Wu used a pendant drop apparatus to study several blends at different temperatures (100–
200 C) [74]. He obtained for all blends a linear dependence of c with the temperature (probably not valid below Tg), and for
PS/PMMA the following relation: y = 3.2–0.013(T  20) with T in C and y in mJ/m2. With this, we can obtain for example
v = 0.073 at 160 C and v = 0.025 at 200 C with b  7 Å. Another study from Carriere leads to y = 3.6–0.013T in the 160–
250 C range by the imbedded fiber retraction method [75], giving v = 0.0892 at 160 C and v = 0.038 at 200 C with b  7 Å.
Similarly to Broseta’s work for the interphase, Tang and Freed [76] developed a model to take into account the role of the
molar masses in the interfacial tension for symmetric blends (NA and NB = N): c ¼ kTb2
v
6
 1=2 1 1:8vN  0:4ðvNÞ2
 3=2
[2]. However, in
both Carriere andWu experiments, blends were strongly asymmetric (Mw PS > 10Mw PMMA) so this refinedmodel could not be
used.
All these data are now summarized in Table 1. In bold are actual experimental values extracted from the mentioned ref-
erences. In plain text are values calculated at other temperatures (used later on in the article for comparisons with other
systems) or when the raw data were not available in the references, using Eq. (11) and A and B as given in the references.
To summarize, it appears that, even for a ‘‘simple” system such as PS/PMMA analyzed with the same experimental tech-
nique (say, small-angle scattering) and the same theoretical analysis with the same fitting parameter (for example, here,
b  7 Å), one can get access to experimental values for vPS-PMMA showing almost a factor of 2 at a given temperature (for
example, from 0.028 to 0.054 at 180 C with scattering measurements, with a mean value of 0.038 and a standard deviation
of 0.009), depending on the nature of the system studied (block or blend, deuterated or not) and its characteristics (molar
masses, volume fraction of the blend/block). This is summarized in Fig. 2, where the averaged values (and the corresponding
standard deviations) from all scattering experiments are plotted as a function of 1/T. We can note that new values for A and B
can be extracted from this plot, Aav = 0.0276, Bav = 4.56.
The situation is even worse (some results may differ by more than a factor of 5) if different experimental techniques are
compared, even if one does not consider ‘‘anomalous” results such as negative v values.
Table 1
Summary of all experimental data for vPS-PMMA.
vPS-PMMA measured T = 25 C 120 C 162 C 180 C 200 C 250 C A B
Turbidity [31] 0.014
Turbidity [31] 0.011
Light scattering [33] 0.025
(30 C)
SANS (dPS-b-PMMA) [63] 0.041 0.0383 0.0373 0.037 0.0362 0.0355 0.028 3.9
SANS (PS-b-dPMMA) [64] 0.0399 0.0373 0.0365 0.0362 0.0359 0.0353 0.0292 3.19
SANS (dPS-b-dPMMA) [64] 0.0358 0.0332 0.0325 0.0322 0.0319 0.0312 0.0251 3.2
Estimated from critical molecular weight method (PS/PMMA blend) [64,49]a 0.0317 0.0291 0.0284 0.0281 0.0278 0.0271 0.021 3.2
SAXS (PS/PMMA) [43] 0.0645 0.0574 0.0552 0.0544 0.0536 0.0518 0.035 8.8
SAXS (PS/PMMA) [68] 0.0432 0.0395 0.0385 0.038 0.0376 0.0367 0.0282 4.46
Critical molecular weight method (Flory-Huggins) [49] 0.028
Critical molecular weight method (Sanchez-Lacombe) [49] 0.034
SANS (from diffusion coefficients) [70] 0.0061
Confocal Raman microscopy (from diffusion coefficients) [72] (130 C) (150 C)
0.0316
(FT) or
0.0131
(ST)
0.0338
(FT) or
0.0152
(ST)
From interfacial measurements [74] and Helfand’s equation [28,29] 0.177 0.0733 0.0462 0.025 0.0012
From interfacial measurements [75] and Helfand’s equation [28,29] 0.204 0.0892 0.0585 0.0338 0.0034
a Obtained by Russell from measurements obtained using different methods and listed in Callaghan’s article.
Fig. 2. Averaged values (and standard deviations) for vPS-PMMA from all small-angle scattering experiments on PS/PMMA various systems [63,64,43,68].
One can now see what happens when considering that some parameters used in the analyses made in the aforementioned
studies may also raise uncertainties.
5.2. Reestimated values from the previous experiments
Taking the obtained v values measured by Russell at 120 C and 162 C [63] and an average Kuhn monomer length of 7 Å
as used by Russell, one can get an estimate of the interphase via Eq. (9). This interphase is w  52 Å at both temperatures.
This is consistent with direct measurements of the interphase in thin films of diblock copolymers PS-b-PMMA with deuter-
ated PMMA also obtained by SANS in Russell’s group: 54 Å ± 2 Å at 170 C [77].
However, we should state that large differences are also observed on the monomers length from PS and PMMA. If the
‘‘real” monomer length is about 2.5 Å for every vinyl monomer, the Kuhn length is usually also obtained from scattering
measurements. If Russell reports a value of 6.8 Å for PS, extracted from values of radius of gyration measured by Ballard
[78] and 7.3 Å for PMMA measured by SAXS by Kirste [79] (in an article in German), b = 18 Å for PS and in the range 15–
17 Å for PMMA can be obtained using the work of Fetters [15,56,80]. If we assume the interphase is indeed around 50 Å
but use these values for the Kuhn length instead of the one chosen by Russell in Eq. (9), then we obtain a value of about
0.149 for vPS-PMMA at 120 C, about 4 times higher (looking at Eq. (6) ter, one can understand this is roughly the ratio of
the two ‘‘average” Kuhn lengths – 7 and 17 Å – squared) than what is reported in Ref. [63].
Coming back to Fernandez study, it is possible to use their interphase measurement (20 Å, fairly smaller than what was
obtained by Russell) to obtain v with Eq. (9), using either b given by Russell [63,79] or by Fetters [15,56,80]. This leads to
vPS-PMMA = 0.103 and vPS-PMMA = 0.526 at 120 C respectively, way higher than what has previously been estimated. It has
been noted by Jones and Randal [2] that the discrepancy between Fernandez and Russell values is due to the function chosen
to fit the interfacial width. While Russell used a tanh function, Fernandez chose an error function profile. If one multiplies
Fernandez value by
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p
p
, one obtains 50 Å, then very similar to what Russell reports.
A final reexamination concerns Callaghan’s analysis. They took 100 cm3/mol for the molar volume of the blend. However,
a more precise estimate of the mean molar volume may be obtained from van Krevelen [52]. For PS and PMMA, the mean
value (
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
vA  vBp ) is 92.1 cm3/mol (with vPMMA = 86.5 cm3/mol; vPS = 98 cm3/mol). This would then lead to 0.026 and 0.031
respectively for v at 200 C (the temperature at which they performed their experiments).
Reestimated values for vPS-PMMA using the previously discussed experimental results are then summarized in Table 2 (as a
reminder, relevant data from Table 1 used in these comparisons are repeated in Table 2). This shows that the uncertainty
concerning fundamental molecular parameters such as the Kuhn monomer length will greatly impact the ‘‘measured” value
of v.
5.3. Calculated values for vPS-PMMA
We will now see that this is even worse with calculated values for vPS-PMMA.
If we want to estimate the values of v by using Eq. (10), we first need an estimate of the mean molar volume, taken as
above from van Krevelen [52]. The cohesive energy density is obtained via the solubility parameters found in Ref. [56] or
[81]: however, many values for the solubility parameters are listed in the Polymer Handbook, whether calculated or obtained
via various experimental techniques. For PS, d usually varies from 17.4 to 19.8 (J/cm3)0.5 (or MPa0.5) but values as low as 15.1
and as high as 22.47 are reported, while for PMMA, values such as 18.6, 18.9, 19.4 or 26.27 can be found. So, one has to be
conscious that, by taking reported values for solubility parameters and using Eq. (9), the Flory interaction parameter can vary
by an extremely large amount: in the case of PS/PMMA at room temperature for example, from 0 to 4.6 (!) if one takes the
extreme values that can be obtained.
One has then to be careful, not only to select data from the Handbook, but probably also to choose data taken from the
same reference measured or calculated using the same method. In Ref. [81], there are several values for dPS and dPMMA coming
Table 2
Comparison of experimental and recalculated data for vPS-PMMA.
vPS-PMMA 120 C 162 C 180 C 200 C
Measured
SANS (dPS-b-PMMA) [63] 0.0383 0.0373 0.037 0.0362
Critical molecular weight method (Flory-Huggins) [64] with v0 = 100 cm3/mol 0.028
Critical molecular weight method (Sanchez-Lacombe) [64] with v0 = 100 cm3/mol 0.034
Reestimated
Recalculated from [63] with Eq. (9) and b  17 Å (Fetters) [80] 0.149 0.146 0.145 0.141
Flory-Huggins with v0 = 92.1 cm3/mol (from van Krevelen) [52] 0.026
Sanchez-Lacombe with v0 = 92.1 cm3/mol (from van Krevelen) [52] 0.031
Recalculated from Fernandez [70] with Eq. (9) and Kirste values for b [79] 0.103
Recalculated from Fernandez [70] with Eq. (9) and Fetters values [80] 0.526
from the same references. Just studying these sets of data leads to cohesive energy density still ranging from 0.04 to 52 J/cm3
(!). At room temperature, this leads to vPS-PMMA = 0.00149, vPS-PMMA = 0.0018, vPS-PMMA = 0.0027, vPS-PMMA = 0.042,
vPS-PMMA = 0.061 and vPS-PMMA = 1.92.
Another possible problem with this approach is that one usually assumes d is a constant while it should depend on the
temperature [53]. However, most of the experimental values are obtained at room temperature, so using Eq. (10) to deter-
mine v at high temperature might also create misinterpretations.
Less scattered data have been compiled in a more recent paper by Utracki [57], taking into account the influence of the
temperature on the solubility parameter. Several computed values at different temperatures were reported. At room tem-
perature, the average value reported for dPS is 22.69 and 25.28 for dPMMA, leading to vPS-PMMA = 0.249. In his work, Utracki
gives values at three other temperatures: 300 K, Tg and Tg + 300 K. These values are also compared to typical ones extracted
from Grulke usually valid at room temperature [81] (however, it can be noted that for PMMA for example, the value listed by
Utracki cannot be found in Ref. [81]). Since PS and PMMA have close Tgs (373 K and 378 K, respectively, in Utracki’s paper)
and since the change in d over a few degrees is small, these values can be used together to determine v at four temperatures
and, consequently, A and B from Eq. (10).
This leads to a new expression for vPS-PMMA, vPS-PMMA = 0.0989 + 102.68/T, very different from the one determined by
Russell. At 180 C, this equation yields vPS-PMMA = 0.128, again much higher than results obtained by Russell but closer to
those recalculated with Fetters values for b.
All these data are compiled in Table 3.
By looking at Table 3, one has to agree with Balsara [56] who states that such approach will lead to large errors for poly-
mer blends, making this method useless when trying to compare different polymers or blends in terms of miscibility. So,
despite its simplicity and the fact that many authors still refer to it, we believe it would be better if avoided completely.
6. Determination of vPC-PMMA
By looking at the Flory interaction parameter for another polymer pair, namely PC and PMMA, less data are compiled in
the literature, comparatively to the PS/PMMA couple. Kim et al. [36] have been looking at the parameter for this couple by
using DSC measurements and especially by measuring Tg variations as described above.
Two calculated v were obtained using Eqs. (5) and (6) and averaged to minimize the experimental errors. In two sepa-
rated papers, and through this technique, they calculated a value from two PC/PMMA blends, one made by extrusion at
250 C (v = 0.039 ± 0.004 [36,85]) and the other from solvent casting at 25 C (v = 0.043 ± 0.004 [36,85]). Similarly, Kolarik
et al. determined this parameter via DSC and DMTA measurements and obtained a value of 0.035 ± 0.010 [86].
Callaghan and Paul [87] also studied this blend by the critical molecular weight method which leads to an interaction
energy given in cal/cm3. The mean volume for PC/PMMA is 122.9 cm3/mol (with vPC = 174.6 cm3/mol using again Fedors val-
ues from van Krevelen) [52]. The experimental value obtained at 50 C is then v  0.012. What they also claim is that Kim
and Burns should use the weight average molecular weight and not the number average molecular weight in Eqs. (5) and (6).
In that case, Kim and Burns values at 25 C and 250 C should be 0.0186 and 0.0169 respectively (the polydispersity index in
Kim study being 2.3) [88].
Carriere studied the interfacial tension for PC/PMMA blends [89] and found 1.44 mJ/m2 at a temperature of 240 C. PC has
a smaller Kuhn length than PS and PMMA. Using data from Wu [90] on the characteristic ratio, one can estimate bPC  5 Å.
Assuming densities are equals and using Helfand’s model [40], two very different values can be obtained for v, depending on
the Kuhn length chosen for PMMA, 7.3 Å [79] or 15 Å [80]. In the first case, v  0.0355, while in the second one v  0.248
which seems unreasonably high.
Table 3
Summary of the calculated values for vPS-PMMA using solubility parameters.
vPS-PMMA 25 C 120 C 162 C 180 C 200 C 250 C A B
Calculated using Eq. (10) (assuming constant values for d with T
except for data from Utracki) [57]
dPS = 17.52 and dPMMA = 18.58 from Ref. [82]a 0.0418 0.0317 0.0286 0.0275 0.0263 0.024 0 12.45
dPS = 22.47 and dPMMA = 22.69 from Hansen [53,83]b 0.0018 0.00136 0.00123 0.00118 0.00113 0.00104 0 0.536
dPS = 19.09 and dPMMA = 26.27c 1.916 1.453 1.313 1.261 1.207 1.102 0 571.1
dPS = 17.5 and dPMMA = 18.58d 0.0433 0.0329 0.0297 0.0285 0.0273 0.0249 0 12.9
dPS = 19.26 and dPMMA = 21.52 (exp. [84]) [53] 0.1899 0.1440 0.1301 0.1249 0.1196 0.109 0 56.6
dPS = 19.26 and dPMMA = 22.35 (calc.) [53] 0.3549 0.2691 0.2432 0.2335 0.2236 0.2042 0 105.8
Using dPS and dPMMA from Ref. [57] 0.249 0.162e 0.137e 0.128e 0.0118e 0.097e 0.099 102.7
a Values obtained from viscosity measurements in various solvents at 25 C.
b Values calculated at 25 C from molar-attraction constants of constitutive chemical groups.
c Taken directly from Grulke in Ref. [81]. It is stated they come from ‘‘Schwartz, Kolloidnyi Zhurnal, 1956, 18, 755” which could not be found in the
archives of the journal. The only other information given by Grulke is that these values were obtained at 25 C.
d From Grulke [81], extracted from Tobolsky, ‘‘Properties and structure of polymers”, Wiley, New-York, 1960 (p. 64–66); this book could not be obtained
by the authors.
e Calculated with v = A + B/T, with A and B determined using Utracki’s data at ambient temperature, 100–105 C (making the hypothesis that the Tgs are
equal for PS and PMMA), 300 C and 400–405 C.
As for the calculated v, we used Eq. (10) to interpolate the values at different temperatures. Likewise, this pair is similar to
the previous one, in the sense that more than two decades can separate interaction parameters for PC/PMMA blends calcu-
lated with solubility parameters chosen from a same reference.
The results are compiled in Table 4 below.
Similar to the PS/PMMA case, results obtained from different measurements may differ substantially (from 0.01 to 0.04 at
50 C for example). The analysis of the results may also strongly impact the obtained results (from 0.0169 to 0.039 at 250 C
as pointed out by Callaghan) [87]. Again, the calculated values differ by more than a decade depending on the reference cho-
sen for the solubility parameters. Scattering measurements have not been performed on this blend, to the best of our
knowledge.
7. Determination of vPC-PS
Kim et al. also studied through the aforementioned technique the interaction parameter between PS (Mn = 98,600 g/mol,
PDI = 2.41) and PC (Mn = 12,300 g/mol, PDI = 2.36). They obtained 0.041 and 0.051 for blends made from extrusion at 250 C
and solution casting, respectively [85]. In a previous paper [91], they also measured 0.038 ± 0.004 for extruded blends at
250 C. Callaghan, in Ref. [87] also gives interaction energies (in cal/cm3) for PS/PC, which can be converted in v knowing
the molar volume and the temperature. Here, a mean molar volume of 130.8 cm3/mol was taken using the same molar vol-
ume as previously for the pure components.
The results, including calculated values, are summarized in Table 5 below.
The conclusions are again similar with the few experimental data available in the literature.
Table 4
Summary of all data for vPC-PMMA.
vPC-PMMA 25 C 50 C 250 C A B
Measured
DSC (Tgs measurements, solvent cast at 25 C and extruded blend at 250 C) [36,85] 0.043 0.0423a 0.039 0.0337 2.77
DSC measurements [36] recalculated by Callaghan [87] 0.0186 0.0169
Critical molecular weight method with v0 = 122.9 cm3/mol [87] 0.012
Critical molecular weight method with v0 = 212.4 cm3/mol [87] 0.02
DSC (Tgs of extruded blends) [86] 0.035
From interfacial tension measurements [89] with b from Wu [90] and Kirste [79] 0.0355 (at 240 C)
From interfacial tension measurements [89] with b from Wu [90] and Fetters [80] 0.248
Calculated
Using dPC and dPMMA from Ref. [57] 0.032 0.029b 0.018b 0 9.41
dPC = 19.7 and dPMMA = 19.98 [57]c 0.0039 0.0036 0.0022 0 1.16
dPC = 20.25 and dPMMA = 21.52 (exp.) [53] 0.0800 0.0738 0.0456 0 23.84
dPC = 20.43 and dPMMA = 22.35 (calc.) [53] 0.1829 0.1687 0.1042 0 54.49
a Calculated with v = A + B/T, with A and B determined using Kim’s data at ambient temperature and 250 C (only two data points being available to
obtain two parameters. . .).
b Calculated with v = A + B/T, with A and B determined using Utracki’s data at ambient temperature and 300 C (not shown here). In that case, the
approximation that the Tgs are identical could not be made, contrary to the PS/PMMA case. Thus, A and B were again here determined using only two data
points (25 C and 300 C).
c In Utracki’s article, these values are given and it is said they come from Grulke [81]. However, the solubility parameter for the PC could not be found by
the authors of the present article in Ref. [81].
Table 5
Summary of all data for vPC-PS.
vPC-PS T = 25 C T = 50 C T = 250 C A B
Measured
DSC (Tgs of extruded blend) [91] 0.038
DSC (Tgs of solution cast blend) [85] 0.051
DSC (Tgs of extruded blend) [85] 0.041
Critical molecular weight (Flory Huggins) [87] 0.096a 0.0876 0.05a
Critical molecular weight (Sanchez Lacombe) [87] 0.0897
Calculated
Using dPC and dPS from Ref. [57] 0.607 0.346b 0 180.8
dPC = 19.7 and dPS = 18.7 from Ref. [57]c 0.0528 0.0301 0 15.73
dPC = 20.25 and dPS = 19.26 (exp.) [53] 0.0517 0.0295 0 15.42
dPC = 20.43 and dPS = 19.26 (calc.) [53] 0.1829 0.0412 0 21.54
a Extrapolated value.
b Calculated with v = A + B/T, with the same remark as for the PC/PMMA blend.
c Utracki citing Grulke, same remark as previously for the PC solubility parameter.
8. Conclusions
To conclude, let us now try to compare PS/PMMA, PC/PMMA and PC/PS in terms of Flory interaction parameters. First, it is
noteworthy that even for these three ‘‘simple” blends, no values obtained using the same experimental technique can be
found in the literature. As discussed previously, this makes comparisons between the Flory parameter of the three blends
even more difficult.
For example at 250 C, experimental values (or extrapolated ones from experiments), whatever the experimental tech-
nique chosen for PS/PMMA, range in between 0.0271 and 0.0518. For PC/PMMA, v lies in between 0.017 and 0.039. For
PC/PS, v lies in between 0.038 and 0.05.
This does not take into account the large possible uncertainty in the analysis of the experimental data (whether on the
Kuhn length value, on the molar masses of the samples, on the molar volume of the blend, etc.) for PS and PMMA which
would have a great impact on these values, as discussed above.
It appears all these values lie within the same range and uncertainties are probably too large for more refined comments.
PC/PMMAmay well be the most favorable blend when comparing v which could be what one would guess when comparing
chemical structures, while it would be reasonable to assume PS/PMMA should be the blend with the worst ‘‘compatibility”.
‘‘Compatibility” of the PC/PMMA blend has indeed been discussed in the literature, and this blend appears to display a LCST
behavior leading to a miscibility window [92,93]. But these different behaviors are hard to predict by looking at v values
only, as Tambasco [12] pointed out for other systems.
Values using solubility parameters range in between 0.001 and 1.1 (!) for PS/PMMA, 0.002 and 0.1 for PC/PMMA and 0.03
and 0.35 for PC/PS. From this, it clearly appears that nothing can be said for a given blend, let alone when comparing different
blends and discuss compatibility or interphase [94,95], unless one knows beforehand what data must be chosen to support
their conclusion.
From this, we can conclude that:
1. As already stated by others, though v should be a constant according to the simple mean-field lattice model of Flory-
Huggins, it actually depends in a complex way on many parameters such as temperature, composition of the blend (or
of the copolymer), molar masses, tacticity, chemical modification of the polymers (deuteration), whether it has been mea-
sured on block copolymers or blends, and even to some extent on the experimental technique chosen to measure it
(depending on if it probes the free energy itself, its first or its second derivative) [44].
2. In view of currently available data, one should avoid using solubility parameters to estimate v for polymer blends, even
more when comparing different blends, and even if solubility parameters are coming from the same set of experimental
data or numerical analyses.
3. One should only deal with experimental values but still be careful with what are sometimes considered as absolute values
for v: as pointed out, many fitting parameters used to obtain these values are also complicated to measure (b for exam-
ple) leading to significantly different data in the literature, which will in turn affect the ‘‘measured” value obtained for v.
In other words, all the experimental techniques and related analyses to obtain v give rise to (potentially large)
uncertainties.
4. If possible, one should compare experimental results obtained with the same experimental technique (and with analyses
made using the same assumptions), as there may be several v substantially different from each other [44]. Unfortunately,
since experimental techniques to obtain v are never straightforward, only a few experimental data are available for a very
small number of ‘‘model” blends (such as PS/PMMA). Moreover, due to the numbers of experimental techniques available,
it is almost impossible to find v values for different systems obtained using the same experimental technique.
5. Even for a given experimental method, a given theoretical analysis and given parameters, values for v are obtained with
an accuracy no better than ±25% (as showed with results obtained by different groups using small-angle scattering exper-
iments on PS/PMMA).
All that being said, it is then in any case probably unreasonable to conclude anything about comparison of nanoscale com-
patibility (for example, the size of the interphase) between two different blends or BCPs if there is less than a factor of 2 dif-
ference in their respective measured v.
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